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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, December 197144
Home For Holidays
Thief With Sweet
Tooth Gets Girls'
rar
Christmas Candy

Christmas Rush
Begins Early At
Postoffice Here
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"Peace on Earth
will to Man" spilt was at a
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Blanche Ifolsgood, S. Jefferson street, Monday night,
Dec. 18. Daughters of Mrs.
Hobgood. Ruth inad Robbie
Lou, spent a goodly portion
of Monday night busily preparing ChrlstmaS'sandies for
gifts to friends, wrapped the
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Dr. W. L Cash
New Democratic
County Ch airman
Wins Over V. A. Phillips In Close Contest;
Mrs. T. H.Satterfield
Chosen Secretary
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of 24 to 22, and her election also Club's committee headed by Joe mas and life-like figures of Sanen and copies will be
without addition of postoffice
was made unanimous. Miss Byrd Morrison, with assistance from a ta himself.
to the Elks Club, the
The influenza epidemic which workers and with no departure
was nominated by Floyd Young Kiwanis Club Committee, the
Legion, Rotary Club,
Among the most impressive of
from regular schedule, the postand Mrs. Satterfield by Elbert Kentucky Utilities Co., McElroy's the Yule sights are the decoraClub. the churches, the , started in California two weeks master said. Regular schedules
McCaslin.
Lodge and any other , ego and has moved eastward, hit of delivery wil be maintained as
and Templeton, florist. Virtually tions on the lawns of Harold HolBoth retiring Chairman Stev- all business houses in the down- lowell, East Main street, and the
ions here which are,Princeton this week and, while nearly as possible and substitutes
to distribute baskets to the disease appears to be in mild will be used to aid in delivery of
Butler High School band was ens, prior to the voting, and Dr. town section contributed money Brown Funeral home, on HopThis method will help form, a considerable number of extra loads.
winner of the .525 first prize Cash, afterward, made brief toward the better Christmas de- kinsville street. In front of the
pledging their best ef- corations.
funeral home, Three Wise Men
euplication, Mr. Baker victims had been counted here
Facts on postal service were offered by the City of Madison- speeches
forts for Democratic harmony
make the Christmas by Wednesday.
In keeping with the beautifully leading their camel towfad a
announced as follows: All pack- ville tor the best high school
Severe colds, sore throats and ages should be wrapped suffici- band marching in the annual and success and asking the sup- decorated business district, num- replica of Bethlehem impressiveibution cover as many
erous home owners in the city's ly give forth the Christmas
i.ossible. The Communi- slight temperatures, with the ently and lied firmly to prevent Christmas parade there Monday, port of all loyal Democrats.
residential section have fashion- spirit and in front of the Holloitself will not distribute accompanying aches of "flu" damage in handling and should Dec. 16. The parade ws originally
ed decorations on lawns, in win- well home, Old Santa drives his
have been increasing .daily this be insured as far as possible. Ad- scheduled for Friday, Dec 13,
baskets.
dows and about doorways to reindeers away from a porch
er workers are handling week, physicians report.
dresses should be plainly written but was postponed because of
carry out the spirit of Yuletide. gaily lighted with two candles
At Paducah, 1,153 pupils were with street or rural address given rain and cold seittlass.,
ty Chest clothing in the
The residential array inclutles more than three feet in height.
Butler's blue and gold inand
Miding on Main street abillent wslth Influenza from COuriposiible. Special delivery
y persons who have ap- ty Schools and 300 from the city, service was emphasized as the marched twice through Madisonthis form of aid are sent classrooms. Two of McCracken most efficient way of mailing by ville's business district in cornpettion wth bands from Hanson,
y mail when the Chest county's consolidated high and the postmaster.
fill their requirements. grade schools closed Tuesday.
It was also suggested greeting Nortonville and a Negro drum
In the schools, Dr. Dialunan cards should be sent via first and bugle corps from Madisonsaid, there have been a good class mail if they are to travel ville before being adjudged best
at the sport and returned
Coaches and officials acall-around aggregation.
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Gay Yule Lights On Homes
And in Business District
Mark Advent Of Christmas

Influenza In Mild
Form Hits Princeton

Butler Band Wins
Xmas Parade Prize

Health Department
Says Schools Aiding
To Control Diseases

City's Pride Awarded
$25 At Madisonville
Monday

Christmas Seal Sale
Total
Nears $100
---

Shirley Ramage, Betty Joe Linton Tied
For Prize

I raft Quota To
I led Jan. 20

Volunteer
• s Of Measles At
Knox
_

Princeton Party Has Good
Luck With Florida Fish

Large Crowd Hears
Twilight Musical

School Singers Present ,Christmas Music Here Sunday

4-H Clubs To Get
New State Camp As
Gift From Bingham

54 In Flying School
Finish First Part
Of Course Friday

-

City Asked For Air
To Aid Flyers
Sign
mr.

Stores Open Until
9 O'Clock Two Nights

Game & Fish Chief
To Resign, Report

Schools To Dismiss
Friday For Xmas
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Two Princeton Boys
Paducah Bridge Toll Taking NYA Course
Cut To 15 Cents

elyn!

Shopping
Flayed'Xut4S

__Thursday, Dec.

The Princton

LEADER
NOON
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AFTER
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
Princeton,
Entered as second class matter at
Ky., under the Act of Congress of
March 3, 1879
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited
ed to this paper and also the local news publish
herein.
ADVERTISING RATES
Card of Thanks $1.00
60c
Reading Notices 2c a word, minimu,m charge
a word
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, 3c
advertising
Pareign advertising rate, 40c; Local
rates furnished on request
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
OutResident of Caldwell County, $1.00 a year.
year.
a
$1.50
side of County,
TELEPHONE NO. 50

something like $700 a year.
Princeton, now a forward looking city
whose future seems bright indeed, cannot
afford to stop in her program of
fire prevention with this one important step
in the right direction.
A considerable number of citizens are
alert to the material savings in fire insurance premiums which could be had if the
city's fire department were put on a slightly
more efficient basis and some new equipment
bought. And these folk will press for continued progress toward that goal.
Of course the city treasury is never
flush with money and everything the Council buys must be paid for by the taxpayers;
but in today's enlightened world a good many
folk realize that "Penny Wise is Pound Foolish" and that by declining to spend a little
money for improved fire protection, the
people of the town are actually losing a very
much larger amount every year in fire insurance premiums made high by continuation of a fire department system long since
out-of-date in any community which seeks
to advance with modern progress as does
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AS CHRISTMAS
APPROACHES
Christmas 1940 will be like none ever
celebrated in the world before.
Only here in the United States will the
old-fashioned Yuletide greeting "Merry
Christmas" ring true in the same old heartwarming way. And this should bring us to
the holiday season with the feeling of
Thanksgiving still uppermost in our hearts
and make us the more anxious to bring happiness to the less fortunate here at home on
the highest of aN holidays.
There is abundant evidence that Princeton folk are feeling this spirit now. Elks,
Merry Maids, Community Chest, Red Cross,
Churches, Sunday School classes, other organizations and individuals have made plans
to distribute food, clothing, toys and other
Christmas gifts where they will do the most
good.
There is more real Christmas joy in this
type of human helpfulness than in a million
over-burdened tables and lavishly decorated
trees in fortunate homes; and having a part
in doing for others will spread Christmas joy
in waves of lasting satisfaction into the New
Year.
We of the Leader staff are happy because generous patronage has made this
Christmas a good one, financially; and we
are, we hope, properly grateful for the support of the public we strive to serve well.
And so we say Merry Christmas, with
the sincere wish that this one will be full of
abundant good cheer for you and yours, and
happiness which will extend through the
New Year.
A STEP IN THE
RIGHT DIRECTION
Princeton is to he congratulated upon
decision of its Mayor and Council finally to
order purchase of an automatic switch and a
new pump for the waterworks which will afford better protection against fire.
Entirely aside from thus making good
will
its pledge to a new industry which
icommun
the
to
asset
l
materia
very
prove a
and
lives
human
for
safety
greater
the
ty,
property is a very real benefit to all who live
here.
That purchase of this equipment will
effect a financial saving to the always hard
pressed city is another matter upon which
we can congratulate ourselves. Obviously,
there is no economy in hiring a 24-hour-a-day
employe at $60 a month to remain at the
pumping station for the sole purpose of turning on the water pump, when electric and mechanical equipment can be had for $1,200
which will do the job better, pay for itself
ht less than a year's time, and then save

work of the CCC in stopping and preventing
soil erosion, the hard-learned lessons of
building soil fertility by application of lime,
planting legumes, cover crops and all the rest,
the lot of the Kentucky farmer, especially
the large majority of this group of very important citizens that lives outside the limestoned Bluegraas area, has riot improved in
proportion, as many city- dwellers may have
been led to believe by current propaganda in
public prints.
The last general farm survey by the
United States Department of Agriculture
shows only one-fourth of all the nation's
farm families received direct relief or had
incomes of $500, fewer than one-fourth had
more
incomes of $1,500 or more, and slightly
to
$500
from
s
income
than one-half had
$1,500.
The same report shows 80 percent of
farm families have improper diets and in 40
percent of the nation's counties there is no
hospital. In the southeastern section of the
country, where we live, the survey proved
that even among the better off white farmto
ers whose incomes ranged from $1,000
lights.
c
$1,250, only 4 percent had electri
On two of these counts, residents of
Caldwell county should be especially concerned: Rural electrification and adequate
hospitalization.
As we see matters, conditions throughout the world today, and perhaps for many
years to come, lend great attraction to life
on the farm. But rural living without the
things most moderns have become accustomed to thinking of as necessities . . . electric
lights, radios, telephones, inside bathrooms
and toilets, washing machines, is not going
to be sufficiently attractive to hold our best
young people on farms or to attrr.ct that sort
to life on the land.
And, while Princeton has a hospital
where excellent service is rendered measured
by facilities provided, our physicians tell us
they labor there under great handicaps and
urge a new hospital with modern equipment
and more space as a crying need of this community.
•
A Lesson In Economics
I'm often shocked over how little I remember of all I was supposed to learn in
school. About all I recall from a course in economics is one little paragraph in which the
author sought to illustrate how a plan intended to accomplish one thing may often have
an entirely opposite effect. In a western
county wolves were destroying so many
sheep that a reward of $5 a head was offered
for every wolf killed. The result was that
shrewd farmers started to raise wolves. —
Fred C. Kelly in Your Life Magazine.
•
A man may be admired for his cleverness but is loved for his kindness.
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FARM LIFE STILL
NO BED OF ROSES
Even with pay checks from Uncle Sam,
the great benefits derived under AAA, the
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
imDeacon Dawson, complimenting
l
Nationa
s
Farmer
the
in
nts
proveme
Bank, asked his friend "Jack" Smith
been
to rent him the little space that's
partitioned off in the southeast corner
for a hamburger stand. The Deacon
said the location was ideal, and that
Gus Dean wanted the popcorn concession. Banker Smith took the jibe in
good humor; but is not going to part
with any of his personal space in the
new11( arranged banking house.
•
First copy of Kentucky's new
Marketing Bulletin, published by the
new Division of Markets, of the State
Department of Agriculture, came to
Pennyriler's desk last week . . . Very
creditable publication, full of helpful
information for farmers; as is also the
new market service. under Ivan Jett
... Another feather in the cap of Gov.
Keen Johnson, who promised it in his
campaign speeches, then made good.
•
Friend whose palate is kinds, particular said he'd even eat in a Greek
restaurant now, since those guys have
run Mussolini so ragged.
•
Edward's dutehess, with 10,000 on
hand to help her get to the Miami
hospital last week, had her "major
dental operation" (extraction of an impacted wisdom tooth) done by a former Earlington, Ky., dentist, Dr. Horace
L. Cartee, a graduate of the University of Louisville Dental College and
of Berea College . . . These Kentucky
boys do get around!
•
Read Johnny Graham's story about
Caldwell county's rapid progress in
better farming methods, in this issue
of the Leader. It willl make you
prouder of your home community, give
you information to use in boosting
Princeton and Caldwell county, especially when you are away from home
. . In case you don't already know it,
gentle reader, this Graham fetter is
right at the top of county agents in
Kentucky, has done and is doing a
whale of a fine job here.
•
American women will wear cotton
stockings, thereby helping cotton
growers, says the U. S. Department of
Agriculture . . . Yeh 7. This reporter
sees no signs of Princeton women
giving such help, excepting the Black
Stockings, still too few to cause any
great boon to Kentucky 2,000 cotton
growers who produced some 15,000
cares of the staple this year.
•
Jean Harts, first grader, took a
mouse trap to school to draw straight
lines with, our Jackie advises, and had
Modern
fun with the wire spring
education is wonderful, as has been

By G. M. P.

remarked here before.
•
Five•patuvis of. lemon &tips arrived
the other day from Uncle Jack Cowherd, making. 15 pounds of this delectible boon to boyhood our three have
enjoyed since July 1 ... Proving Uncle
Jack is wonderful too!
•
Caldwell county's school children in
selling the Christmas Seals, tiny and
cheery stickers which help in the fight
to stamp out tuberculosis, have set a
Lplendid pace here and, although the
total realized is not definitely known
as yet, Princeton and the county are
assured of making a fine showing in
this campaign .. . It is the mark of a
good community, doing the humane
thing well, and each individual who
has contributed to this notably
worthy cause is off to a flying start in
achieving the true Christmas spirit.
•
The lights and green decorations on
downtown streets went up late but
they look better than they ever did,
in Pennyriler's knowledge . . Congratulations to the Rotary Club and
cooperative citizens on this, another
splendid bit of civic work sponsored
by Princeton's newest luncheon club.
Political Football
The "G.O.P." team engaged in a
scrimmage with the varsity, or "New
Deal" team. Although the standard
bearer of the "G.O.P." team was overcome - because his own line didn't give
him enough support and the "New
Deal" team broke through, peace and
good feeling was restored when Uncle
Sam blew a whistle, awarded the ball
to "F.D.R." and called upon the two
teams to unite against "our toughest
outside competitor—the College of
Foreign Aggression." — laxchangei.
•
Coffee Drinkers
There is the story of a controversy
which took place in Sweden in the
Eighteenth Century. At that time ter.
and coffee had only recently been introduced into Scandinavia and there
were some bitter words going about
concerning the possible Injurious effects of the two beverages. Finally
King Gustav III decided to settle the
matter once for all. Two brothers—
identical twins—had been condemned
to death for murder, so Gustav commuted their sentence to life imprisonment on the condition that one be
given a large daily dose of tea and the
other Qi coffee.
But in their cells, the brothers lived
on and on Finally, at the age of 83,
one of them—the tea drinker—died.
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Wamen—Woe, Men
A party of visitors was being sh
over a large lunatic asylum. The
tor who acted as guide paused
a cell in which a man sat n
large doll which was dressed In
gay and gaudy colors of an up-'
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"This poor fellow," he ens
"has a very sad history. See how
bending over that doll and
it so tenderly. He spends mc
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girl of whom he was very fond.
jilted him, however, and married
other man while this one lost his
son over the affair."
The visitors were much touched
uttered various expressions of
pathy.
They passed to the next cell,!
was barred and thickly padded.
this," resumed the doctor, 'Is
other man." — Bee Hive.
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to witness the actual swearing
I much because of what it tells %V/
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in. The President, standing alabout the author as from its
most over the same spot where
The Isiternatioaal Uniform gun_
was the song, of Glory to God In
view of Diaghilev. People interday School Lesson for Dec.
Lincoln stood, without benefit of
21.
the highest, and on earth peace,
ested in sculpture ought to hive
canopy, in 1881 and again four
Test: Luke 2:11-10.
goodwill to men.
"Let There Be Sculpture," by
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years later, will repeat his oath
Here is something that has ,
Jacob Epstein, the which is his
ten after the Chief Justice, and folWashington—Eight to
THERE Is cause for timnksgIvhappened, and that. cannot It•
autobiography to date, and Jean thousand more persons will have
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lowing that make his inaugural
Christmas story. ln
a world wracked by strife
Cassou's "Picaser is made to to stand at President Roosevelt's
expectation. It lanai. And it
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address. All of those lirk10.'lird'*' I
Seib
John
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violence on almost every hand, is the one bright light that shines
order for any art-minded ,per- history-shattering third inauguseated will, you can be sure, be
we can thank God for the peace
in spite of all the darkness of
--sons, whether modernist or not ral than had to stand at the
and
friends of congressmen
which our democratic country
history and the black-out of toBooks for the Hobbyist—
in temper.
other two and those who take it senators, or political potentate&
still enjoys. But with war ramday.
One of the numerous (I trust!)
There is always an answer to on their dogs will either have to of some high order, for practicalpant in the rest of the world, it
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eaders of this column asks that
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imagine the security we prize so
tory and the Christ of ChristMantle's "Best Plays." This year of carpentry and lumber.
issued through the joint conuitable for people who ride hobhighly is not imperilled.
mas could cease to be; then, Inthere are two other books on
In 1936, David Lynn, Capitol gressional inaugural committee.
The question is one of the ex- deed, we might rive up all hope
lea. The following are all 1940
theater especially helpful, one architect and the man who has
tent and immediacy of any
In January, 1937, President
and faith. We might cease to
ublications—
peril
Helen Louise Cohen's "Milestones charge of building the inaugural
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downpray or struggle and let the
in
For the camera acalct, "U. S. of the Drama," and the other stands, got 932,000 from Congress Roosevelt took oath in a
no peril whatever, It would be
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were.
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1940,"
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• poor and shallow port of ruin.
much
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Christmas story is as preof
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night is tn strange contrast to
A confirmed traveler might with its fluted columns, three but as the time approaches and
who follow them, in the name
blacked-out cities, and even villndow" by Ada Clapham Go- like any one of the Federal Guide armchairs (for President Roosestretches of bad weather lengthlages and country regions today. and in the spirit of Jesus.
an, or Donald Culross Peattle's miles; Pennsylvania, Ohio, Tex- velt, Chief Justice of the Su-'i
en, there i much unofTicial talk
Even in Palestine itself one does
Over in England, in the dark- "Audubon'
,America," the latter as, New Mexico, Puerto Rico, preme Court Charles Evans!
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not know at what moment the
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Roosevelt will be taking his oath
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ture, and the one bright, uh.l- catch the glory that shone
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By a coincidence, too, if the
mate contrast is in this Savior, around the shepherds, and sing,
reet each passer-by for a long
shadow of the Statute of Free- weather is good on January 20,
whose birth was announced to "There'll always be a Christ- time with familiarity. Friendship
and across the Plaza. But the assembled throng may see a
mas."
the shepherds in the field. Here
RANDLE, Wash. (if') — When dom;
ems to mean a lot to the prolabor and lumber have this year dramatic bit of ceremony which
inent physician and the num- W. C. "Walt" Gardner wants made that impossible.
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• Appreciated and much enjoyed,'Merry Christmas,
only a tiny minority will be able persons were able to see
taken effect,
New
a
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happy
tasty
most
the
was
gift last week
ShatE.
F.
, jug of cider, from Mr.
tuck to Leaderites. Mr. Shattuck
says each gallon contains a half
bushel of apples and Buddy vows
he'll buy all his Christmas fruit
prepared like that. It was indeed
delicious with exactly the right
CYCLEMAN
zippy taste seldom found in just
any cider.
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Congratulations to clubs here
responsible for array of the bus, Iness district with attractive arrangement of lights and evergreens. Construction of the decoration required many hours of
labor and much of the finished
product was strung up last week
in a chilling drizzling rain. It is
hard, tho, to find an individual
to take credit for the nice work
... they're all practically as considerate and modest as the girl
enjoying her last Christmas still
not an old maid who wrote a
letter to Santa asking not a
thing for herself but for dear old
Kringle to pul-eeze bring her
mother a son-in-law.
I believe Dr. Cash knows more
persons by names than anyone
have
in town . . . Many times I
watched the genial doctor stand
and
at the entrance to his office
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fruit that grows.
delicious fruit to eat; the most healthful
may help themselves. Children
e a howl of small &zes sitting where the Kiddies
hold all of a large apple, and
won't
tummies
:t all cf a small Apple, their little
I of it will he wasted. Have small Apples for Children.
n111.4

Apples and Orchids
stand is as attractive to the eye

ormagazine
as of large Apples on the radio table

Silver Vase filled with Orchids.
and witty conversation that dimsl Apple served to a caller stimulates pleasant
es all thought of gossip.

p
Seal Friendshi
Serve Apples to Apples
bodies
their
watch
and

develop,
the Kiddies help themselves to little
that indicates the
snap
a
develop
eyes
r cheeks glow with healthy color, their
intelligence back of them.

Pples Are A Complete Balanced Ration
Apples in
clean
d don't forget, there is a full half bushel of
Cider.
rY gallon of SHATTUCIC'S

Oen
awiluritsto all

your patronage
his is a happy occasion, and because to take time out
ir
want
V..1, makes possible our existence, we
Greetings,
from our Christmas rush to say "Sincerest
year".
and may your Yuletide last all through the

Gifts for
ml, if you have neglected thus far buying complete
loved ones or friends, our stock is still fairly will be
Our store
,--- and we will be happy to serve you.
Dec. 23-24.
open until 9 o'clock Monday and Tuesday nights,

A

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

Saul Pogrotsky
Kathryn Morse
Amy NichoLs

Harvey Moore
Audry Hopper
Blanch Hobgood

Marvin Pogrotsky
Thelma Harvill
"Dot" Pogrotsky

Governor Says
Hospitals Will
Get More Aid
"Only Good Start"
Made Toward Improvements To Come
At Asylums

and nurses attached to the last- Soddy Tattle To Rare
ern State hospital in Lexington, Leg Operatten Been
the Central State at Lakeland,
Buddy Varble, 17-year-old son
Western State at Hopkinsville
and the Feeble-minded Institute of Mr and Mrs. C. A. Varble
at Frankfort was 613 two years will undergo an operation mills
ago, and has been incresed to 776 right leg for an infection resultat the present time, Governor ing from an injury received
last
Johnson stated.
One of the first steps taken in fall, in the next two or three
carrying out the improvement weeks, Dr. Kenneth Barnes said
program was the employment of Tuesday. Varble is a student at
Butler High School and an outa full-time, capable dentist for
each of the hospitals, the speak- standing prospect for the football team next year. He was uner said.
after season's opener
institutions,
"These
which able to play
once discredited the name of this year.
Kentucky, have been tratuMormMiss Elizabeth Soper, employe
ed into hospitals where the confined individuals are regarded as of the the Old Age Assistance desick folks rather than crazy partment will spend the Christones", the governor said. "Efforts mas holidays at her home in
are being made to restore the Paris Ky. • •
* •
patients to normalcy—to salvage
Mr. T. J. Simmons, manager of
them for useful life.
the Capitol Theater, who has
Support Of Public Asked
"The program is only well been UI at his home for the last

Gov. Keen Johnson said at
Lexington this week progress
made recently in modernizing
the state's mental institutions is
"only a good start" toward improvement yet to come.
The established policy of the
present administration has been
one of economy, but that has not
been practiced with respect to
the state hospitals for the started. It deserves
the support
mentally ill, the governor told of public opinion. To
make sure
his adulence of dentists and their that the progress will
continue, it
'wives, assembled in the ballroom is designed to be always in
the
of the Phoenix hotel.
hands of the medical profession
Staff and personnel deficien- of Kentucky."
cies at the four institutons in
The governor was introduced
Kentucky have been partially, if by Dr. Russell Todd of
Richmond,
not. entirely, remedied by the who also presented
Mrs. Johnaddition of competent doctors, son as a special guest.
Dr. Leon
nurses and attendants, he con- M. Childers of Lexington,
presitinued.
dent-elect of the dental society,
Staffs Are Augumented
acted as program chairman.
The total number of physicians
A musical presentation was of-

fered by a girls' vocal quartet
and a string trio of Translyvania
College students, who appeared
under the direction of Jack Bryden. Members of the singing unit
were Betty Dickey, Betty Masters,
Martha Thomas and Dorothy
Moynahan. The instrumentalists
included Ann Knight, violin;
Martha Jane Stone, cello, and
Maxine Proseus, harp.
Dr. N. E. Berry of Versailles,
president of the society, presided
at the meeting.

Everything Done To Help Santa
make Christmas a tremendous success. Two hundred, fifty thousand pounds of fancy
candies. Ten carloads of sweet Florida Oranges, tons and tons of nuts, dates, raisins, figs, fruit
cakes, plum puddings, etc. More for your your Money all the Time.
COCOANUT

EMPEROR

MACAROONS

GRAPES

lb.

Pli kD DROMENDARY

DATES
PALM ISLAND SLICED

PINEAPPLE No, 1% size can

10C

LADY BETTY

CHERRIES

2 No. 2 cans

WINESAP APPLES

19c

1212c

3 tall cans

Daisy Whole Kernel Fancy

SUGAR CORN

3 No. 2 cans

LARGE 7 OUNCE CANS

lb.

FRUIT CAKES full of fruit ea.

lg. No. 21/2 can

JUICE

EXTRA FANCY BEALTTIFUL RED
Most Delicious Pitted Dromendary

APRICOTS

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO

CUCUMBER CHIPS large jar
RED PITTED

package

VAL VITA

PIMIENTOS

39c

Coffee With The Wondeiful Flavor

leg

LOVING CUP COFFEE 3 lbs.

4P7c

EXTRA FINE TEXAS

GRAPEFRUIT

3ifor

10C

pound

20c

ENGLISH

WALNUTS

Sweet Florida lg. size 2 doz. 29c

ORANGES
FRESH

CRANBERRIES

quart

19C

EXTRA LARGE and FINE

HEAD

CHERRIES

1 lb. box

10C

First Chrislial-a-CITturb
Grady Spiegel, Pastor

Weather prognosticators have
found means et forecasting moot
of the coming year's weather by
cocking an eye at the sky during
Christmps week. You may not
believe them, but here are a few
of the varied—and oonfticting—
beliefs about Christmas weather:
If the sun shines through the
apple tree on Christmas day,
there will be a good crop the
following year.
U Ice will bear a man before
Christmas, it will not bear •
mouse afterward.
Thunder and lightning Christmas wlek means mach snow in
the winter.
Wet causes more damage than
frost before than after Christmas.
If it snows Christmas night, the
hop crop will be good next year.
Al Christmas meadows green.
at Waster covered with frost.
If windy Christmas day, trees
will bring much fruit.
Christmas wet gives empty
granary and barrel.
•green Christmas makes a fat
graveyard.
A warm Christmas, a cold Easier.
A green Christmas, a white
Winter.
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The Christmas Spirit:
Endeavor at 6:00, with
Ch
programs; Evening worship,
with singing of Christaos c
Cross Roads Christian Chin
Ctrs::icSepiseagtet7r1pa,crhIlatalayolsrianctognnesigrcehmareteantt
The plans now

Additional Person

"AND visions of sugar plums"—naturally accompany the wearing
of a dainty bed jacket, symbol of luxury implying that you always
breakfast in bed. But even less luxurious people--and especially
readers in bed—love to own one. Blue or rose rayon satin, quilted.

with the address pasted on one
side and a postage stamp on the
the other, was received in the
mall by J. Lee Dillion of Childress, Tex.
More than 200 snakes were
found by workmen who were
razing an old stone house naer
Chives, parsley and cress fine- Beaver, Okla.
Robert Marshall of Kansas,
ly chopped and added to soft
City gave away his daughter,
butter, are good for covering hot sister-in-law and cousin at a
toast bars or toasted craOkers.
triple wedOing.

tralian, has had his will, consisting of 200 words, tatooed on
his back.
Claimed by thier owner to be
the largest in the world, a policeman of Oakland, Calif., has feet
14 inches long and six inches
wide.
A thief who entered and ransacked the farm home of Burtis
Bechdol of Logansport. Ida.,
stole a gold tooth as his chief
article of loot.

Dorothy O'Hara, Western 8
College student, will spend
Christmas holidays here with
parents.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Chan
have returned to their home
St. Louis, Mo., alters two;.
visit to Ms-1 Chandler's
Mrs. Harvey Satterfield.
• • • .
M. and Mrs. Lee Cardin
daughter Nancy Anne. Gla
will arrive Friday to spend
holidays with Mrs. Cardin't.
ents, M:. and Mrs. Harrel'
terfield.
• • • •
• • .•
Clean copper utensils with
and vinegar mixed to a paste
applied an a cloth. Wash cuic
in hot soapy water and wipe
with a soft cloth before put
away.
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LETTUCE

head

OLD SANTA Says:
The Ideal Gift for the Whole Family is

M ARSHM ALLOWS

quart jar

PEACHES

The Biggest Car and the biggest Value Ever Offered
2 large cans
Seats 7 inches wider — longer Wheelbase — better Vision —
easier Driving
— softer riding--and new beauty in its longer flowing lines--Eve
rything arranged
for your comfort and convenience.

QUALITY MEAT SELECTIONS
Armour Star or Chesterfield

XMAS HAMS

lb.

FRESH WHOLE or HALF

SKINNED HAMS

lb.

FRESH PORK

SHOULDER

pound

.10c
k
1312c

SWIFT'S or ECKERT'S Smoked

iv,

LINK SAUSAGE

lb.

Ag4C

/
1
2 lb. package

14c

BROOKFIELD
SAUSAGE

Baltimore Oysters, California Celery, Cranberr.es, radishes, fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce, beets, carrots, bunch turnips, broccolli brussel sprouts, new cabbage, Karo Syrup,
all
kinds of spices, currants, brown and red sugars, chocolate and cocoa, Holly Wreaths, Christmas Trees. All kinds dressed fowl, all cuts of fresh meats, etc. More for your Money all the
time.
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Nation's Christmas Bill
Set at $62 per Family;
Toys Cost $183,000,000
You're paying a part of this bill:
Santa's middle men predict •
$183,000,000 national toy bill this
year, which would be about the
same as was spent last year to
spread cheer among the youngsters.
The array around American
Christmas trees this season, including toys, will cost each family an
average of $62.50, according to reliable surveys.
There's another side to it. Between 250,000 and 300,000 persons
are being added to the nation's payrolls during the holiday rush, and
the turnover should raise total 1940
sales for the year to at least last
year's volume of nearly $40,000,000,000.
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CELLOPHANE BAG

MARSHMALLOW

CREME

smaller size doz.

CHOCOLATE COVERED

Christmas Week
Offers Chance to
Predict Weather

A Gift That Will /Alma it

MERRY XMAS and Happiness the
Whole NEW YEAR!

The Christmas ho
inch is an annual e
,me of Mr. and Mr
,,th has brought ,
leigh and two sons
1.ve, from Detroit, •
,lenn Stahn and
',elites Burke, Ridge ,
re for the holidays
joined by Messrs B
•hn Friday, and
K Olander, Toledo,
two children, S
t, Jr., will arrive
,arnes Burleigh,
• nder are daughters
S. Smith.

oyce Farmer
ollege Music.
Joyce Fanner, daug
,c1 Mrs. Ewing Far

ed Front Stores
CASii
& CARRY

A VAIN; t

A BRIGHTER
YULETIDE

A change ot
hat. And it
you and the
in LouiFlille

Our Christmas candle burns brightly with high hopes for a Merry
Christmas for all our friends and the
sincere wish that the season proves
an exciting and happy one for each
or you and you and you.
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world community". Mrs. Wood
presented a study of symbols
om the book.
During the social hour, Mrs. J.
Dorothy White will arrive here
B. Lester assisted Mrs. Barnes in
the service. Mrs. E. E. Diggs and tomorrow for Christmas vacaMrs Taylor presided at the tion with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Shell White. She is a stu- Central Presbyterian Church
E. E. Diggs, Jr., Pastor
dent at Murray State College.

Sayest Thou This of Thyself or Ogden Memorial
did Another Tell Thee?; B. T. U., W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
8:00; Evening Worship, 7:00;
, will your Dickens tell
Sunday School, 9:45;Epworets
Baptismal service and the Lord's
y Tim and Little Nell,
League meetings, 6:00.
Supper.
e of all your days of hell?
"White Christmas" will be obYou are invited to worship
e little shops remain
in our Sunday SchooL
served
with
in
us
our
services
pain
Sunday.
never
if
as
ng
It is good to see the increase in Everyone is asked to bring somef or death or sorrow came
bombs of death and fame,
our Sunday School. Some of the thing for others less fortunate
Fleet street to Pall Mall?
There will be Christmas ser- other services have
shown signs than ourselves.
T.
F.
Mrs.
there,
be
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
Scrooge will not
vices at the Central Presbyterian
"Christmas In Such Times As
of growth. We want to help
Miss
AlaRuth
Dozier,
Lynn
Taylor
Church, morning and evening,
Linton and Mrs Rumsey
e shops will in Mayfair,
These" is the subject for the
mosa,
Colo.,
a
Westat
student
those
who
come
and
worship
spent Friday in Evansville. They next Sunday. At 10:45 A. M., the
e crystal stars will glow
morning message. Special music
ern State Teachers' College, Bowwere accompanied home by Miss annual Christmas sermon and with us. The service Sunday for this hour. "Shepherds Watchswansdown of the snow:
ling
Green
spent
the
week-end
in
Anna Garrett Ratliff, who has the singing of Christmas hymns. night will be builded around the ing", will be the subject of our
proof shelters, sure and
Princeton with the family of her been visiting relatives in Evans- At 7:00 P. M., a special White
ordinance of baptism and the Christmas Cantata given by our
WilMrs.
grandmother,
0.
Nora
Gifts Christmas Service, featurville.
the bombs that come to
•
Lord's Supper. Bring your family choir at the evening hour, 7:011IN
son. Miss Dozier leaves Friday
• • • •
ing a Christmas story and
ate,
for Colorado to spend the holiand
the visitors with you to all o'clock. You will enjoy this serMr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks spent Christmas hymns and carols.
in them, too, may shine—
vice. You are invited to catch)
days with her parents, Mr. and Saturday in Paducah.
the
pre-Christmas
services. Let's
Gifts will be used to bring
Christ, the Child divine!
'the Spirit of Christmas through.
Mrs. B. M. Dozier.
•
•
•
•
Christmas gladness in our com- make this to Christ-centered these services.
Sir Charles, and once
Mrs. J. S. Williams, Mrs. Mar- munity. Let all gifts be wrapped Christmas,
in
Additional Churches on Page 4
shall Eldred and Mrs. H. S. Haile in white. Gifts from anyone will
London Christmas dear,
be welcomed and appreciated.
were in Hopkinsville Monday.
pudding, loved of men,
• • • •
Sunday School at 9:46 a. m.
carols with their cheer!
A very crodial invitation is exMiss Mary Lee Goodwin, Dayalways will be thine,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Osborn, ton, Ohio, will arrive Tuesday to tended to all to attend our
the tears run down her
Rawlings Wyo., are guests of spend the holidays with her par- Christmas services. To every one
e.
Mrs. R. D. Garrett at her home ents Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. we extend sincere Christmas
in her eyes shall shine
on N. Jefferson street. Mr. Os- Goodwin.
greetings. In the words of Scrippride of English race.
born was formerly lieutenant
ture we say: "The Lord bless
—Baltimore Sun.
governor at Wyoming and has
Among those who will spend thee, and keep thee"; and in the
been a frequent visitor here with all or part of their Christmas words of the poet—
his wife who was Miss Selina vacation from Murray State Col- "God bless your Christmas mornSmith, sister of Mrs. Garrett and lege at their homes here are:
ing
and Mrs. T. H. Little, CorShell R. Smith.
Charles McCullum, Sanford Mur- With light and hope and cheer!
Screen's greatest drama of desire and
Georgia, announce the enphy, Dorothy White, Todd Yates, God bless your Christmas noonsacrifice—the absorbing story of a woman
ent and approaching martide
William Hutchinson, Juliet Pepwho sinned too great1 their daughter, Betty, to
per, Claude Allison Akin, Betsy With favors new and dear;
ly to be forgiven, and
A. Goodwin, Jr., of PrinceAnderson, Margaret Boaz, Mari- God bless your Christmas evenThe Merry Maids' club held it's
a man whose love fory. The ceremony is to be
ing
an Davis, Dorothy Hunsaker and
regular weekly meeting Tuesday
gavethe deepest
With
peace
true,
and
ed at high noon Saturmemories
Keeney.
John
night, Dec. 17, at the home of
wrongs.
• • • •
God bless your entire Christ. 21. at the home of the
Josephine Cantrell on S. Jeffermas
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
4 Miss Margaret June Childress,
son street. The entire memberTEE ItrEAfitE'S
A. Goodwin will leave
student at Western State College, With happiness for YOU!"
ship attended.
ORTATEST
morning to attend the
will arrive here the last of this
Club plans for a Christmas
PIUS.WINNER!
week for a two weeks' vacation First Baptist Church
dance to be held at the Elks'
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cothran, Pastor
Club, Thursday night, Coe. 19,
Byron Childress, S. Jefferson
"Good night," "Sleep well," 'were discussed and partially com- street.
Sunday School at 9:46; Mornpleted.
says the embroidered lettering on
ng Worship at 11, Sermon theme
Ozelle Watson and Mr.
Minutes for the entire year
Ann Leech will spend the
Dowell were married Sat- this nightgown. It's of silk chif- were read by the club secretary,
Christmas holidays with her
night. Dec. 14. Miss Wat- fon, cut much like a dinner dress, Mrs. Gorge Petitt. A special
MONDAY
parents here, arriving Saturday.
meeting of the club will be held
the daughter of Mr. and with a wide satin girdle.
IS
She is a student at Western
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock at state college.
L. Watson, of Farmers"MOTHER
d a graduate of Farm- ton, and a student at Blue Moun- the home of Miss Jean Cash for
with
AND
High School. Mr. Mc- tain College, Mississippi, took added discussion of the Christ-• • •
DAUGHTER
WILLIAM GARGAN
"1
is a resident of the Shady part in the college play last thas dance plans.
DAY"
HARRY CAREY — FRANK
County School Supt Ed Black- DER REAL LIFE WAS MORE THRILLING
week, singing the Cuban nationonununitY.
Both Admitted
Added --burn has been confined to his iseismemen .
al anthem and led the college
on one 33c
home for the last few days with THAN THE ROLES SHE PORTRAYED'
Thrilling New Issue
chorus in singing Christmas
ticket
a mild attack of influenza.
MARCH OF TIME
carols.
• • • •
Buddy Walker, Leader eme Christmas home-coming
influenza.
is arCannual event at the
Crit Lowery, Vanderbilt medi- ploye, is ill•with
•• • •
of Mr. and Mrs. Shell R.
cal student, will arrive here the
Princeton I
Mrs. Kenneth Barnes enterAnderson,
Bud
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Miss Jane Koltinsky, student at
Ward-Belr'.ont school in Nashville. is spending a two weeks'
Christmas vacation with her
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ALL SEATS — 42c
NO PASSES HONORED

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

M. TO 11
CONTINUOUS SHOWS XMAS DAY FROM I P.
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LOBBY
TUESDAY
AFTERNOON WITH

A Ward to Stay-at-Home Husbands!
A change oi scene is as welcome to a wife as a now
hat. And it dpesn't hurt you, either! So why don't
you and the :little woman" have yourselves a fling
in 1.onirNille Ion?
When it comes to flings—there's no place in the
you
South quite equal to the Blucgra_ss Room. Here
can enjoy the best food, dance (or just listen!) to
floor
excellent music, and see not one, but two
dollars!
three
or
two
as
little
shows—all for u
That's the way to "step out" in style—without
un.balancing the budget!

BROWN HOTEL3ineet

THE
.Couisviile

..eargeit and

A BIG FREE GIFT
FOR EVERY
KIDDIE ATTENDING THE SHOW

You'll See
3 STOOGES COMEDY
COLOR CARTOON
And a Musical Comedy Feature

t tr a !
CLIFF

EDWARDS
in
"JUST A' CUTE
KID"
Cartoon Comedy
"HAPPY
HUNTING
GROUND"

Bad reith Are
Cause Of Many
Army Rejections
Doctors At Induction
Stations Turn Down
Numerous Prospective Soldiers
By Associated Press
Washington—Doctors at army
Induction centers have rejected
10 to 28 per cent of the prospective soldiers passed by physicians
for the local draft boards, auIthoritive sources disclosed today.
Officials at selective service
headquarters declared that this
showing was no cause for alarsn.
'The whole business was new to
most of the local examiners, they
said, and the percentage of rejections by army doctors could
be expected to fall between 5 and
10 per cent eventually.
The officials, however, drove
home to local draft officials and
draftees these lessons learned in
the initial "trial run" of the
selective service machinery:
I. Men passed by the local medical examiners should not quit
their jobs immediately. Instead,
they should ask and be granted
leaves from their work until they
have passed the exams at induction centers.
2. The doctors for the local
boards, who are donating their
Stiervices to the country, must become more familiar with the
Tegulations and interpretations.
An initiol sampling of rejections in all parts of the country
—excepting the southeast, which
2sas not yet completed its initial
induction— showed more than 30
per cent of the men turned down
by the army's doctors were rejected on account of bad teeth.
if the high percentage of redefectt
jections for 'dentist1
should continue, army officials
would be alarmed.

PASTEURIZED
MIIi

Sorghum Producers
Sell 3,100 Gallons
KentuckyMolasses
Brings 70 Cents On
Home Markets
The Sorghum Producers' Cooperative Association of Menifee
county reports sale of 3,700 gallons of molasses this season, at
an average price of 70 cents a
gallon. It was put up in quart,
half-gallon and gallon cans, and
sold mostly to grocery store owners in Central and Eastern Kentucky, with a few hudnred gallons going to other states.
The molasses was made from
home-grown sorghum cane or
the farms of the 20 members of
the association and sent to
Frenchburg for blending and
grading. it then went to retailers
bearing the label "Kentucky
Sorghum." Yields averaged about
105 gallons to the acre.
The cooperative association received assistance in marketing
from the Department of Markets
and Rural Finance, and in the
construction and operation of
the blending plant from the Department of Agricultural Engineering, at the College of Agriculture at Lexington.
Plans for next year include a
larger membership of farmers in
Menifee county, and extending
the association to Bath and
Wolfe counties. Contacts have
been made with chain stores in
Ohio, West Virginia and other
states, in an effort to extend and
improve the market for Kentucky sorghum molasses.
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H. didn't win the national open
golf title but his disgu•lification
brought him almost as much publicity as the winner received.
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This boxing •s-collegian rang up
1
non-title decisions over two recog-

nized middleweight champions in
1940, is hot after • title battle.
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This lad from Louisville was one of
The most talked of rookies in bi
league baseball until• broken hee
bone caused this sad face.
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Christmas Season
Celebrated Before
Christ Was Born

he w

His lightning-like blows br
this wiry Texan, almost %salmon
until 1940, the lightweight boxing
crown Lou Ambers had worn.

Her play against veteran Helen
Jacobs in the national singles tennis championships focused attention on this Californian.
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They Plug It

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (P) — And
now, van -hued fireplugs. They
are a guide not to canines; but to
firemen. Various combinations of
yellow and black or red indicate
at a glance what size water main
serves the plug — in short, bow
much water can be obtained.

Cakes Printed in Germany
A famous Christmas cake in Germany is Aachen Printers, from which
the English word "print" is deriveu.
In the days before book-printing the
idea of imprint belonged to the baking business to express the making
of patterns in cakes. Many of those
cakes have figures representing the
old gods Wotan and Thor.

gseppsof mai

Yule Log Cake
This year you may want to make
a "Yule Log Cake." It's quite sim-

Beivare Coughs
from common cola

ple. Spread over a jelly roll • jellied fruit nut mixture. Roll quickly

and wrap in waxed paper. Then
chill until set. Cover with chocolate

That Hang
Creomulaion relieves promptly
cause it goes right to the seat of
trouble to help loosen and ex
germ laden phlegm, and aid oat
to soothe and heal raw, tender,
flamed bronchial mucous mem
branes. Tell your druggist to tel
a bottle of Creomulsion with the
derstanding you must like the way
quickly allays the cough or you
to have your money back.

French pastry icing. The "bark"
can be made by making grooves
Strange as it seems, the Christwith a fork or pastry tube, You'll
mas season was celebrated long bewant some "knot holes" in your
fore Christ was born. Of course, it
Yule Log Cake. Small white and
wasn't called Christmas then, but
Santa May Not Smoke Cigars
candles will do the trick. The
many religious and pagan ceremoSanta Claus, perhaps, doesn't green
should be kept chilled until
nies were held during the Christmas
smoke—or he would be better in- "log"
lane to serve.
period.
The idea that the fittest sur- formed on the quality of cigars.
This period is celebrated by the vive no doubt originated with a
Americanism: Arguing politics
Jews as the Festival of Lights or survivor.
TRY LEAD= WANT ADS!
for wekes and then failing to vote
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Broad*
Jewish
Dedication. According to
history, a large force of Maccabees
defeated an army of Syrians in 185
B. C. The victors began the work
of purifying the desolate Jerusalem,
completing their task on December
25. The Jews have celebrated the
eight days previous to December 25
ever since that time.
The proximity of Christmas to the
Cadet Remedies
winter solstice caused many pagan
ceremonies to be held during that
Swing Shortage
period. In Scandinavian countries,
in the midCHARLESTON, S. C. (W)—Ca- great fires were kindled
dle of December to defy the Frost
dets at The Citadel have M. J. King.
They Are Moderately Priced, Economical To Use, Well-Made,
Lesser to thank for the latest
Centuries before this, the ancient
dance tunes.
and Handsome. They Simplify Housekeeping, Save Time and Work,
Druids of England observed this
He felt commercial radio sta- season in their roofless temples.
Help To Modernize the Home, Give Years of Satisfactory Service
tions weren't supplying them at Torches blazed as strange ceremowith
dealing
were
nies
performed,
The right time and so rigged up
a broadcasting unit in his room. the cutting of the mistletoe.
See Your Dealer Also
lake Christmas Merrier
Several accepted Christmas cusHe sends forth recorded music,
the
with
originated
today
of
toms
for High Quality
at Your House with
Via a loudspeaker, to virtually all
old Roman celebration of Saturnasections of the barracks. Broad- lia. The higher class of free RoElectri- Appliances
Festoons of Colored Lights
casts are between 4 p. m. and 8 mans exchanged presents with their
p. m., free hours after break:ast friends. Inside houses, candles were
until chapel period on Sundays. lit and the rooms and halls adorned
Lesser has about 200 record- with laurel and green trees.
These festivals in honor of the
ings. He plays request numbers.
god Saturnus were started before
the earliest recorded history of that
great empire. The pagans celebratTrigger Finger
ed from December 17 to 24 in honor
Wouldn't Listen
of their sun god. Among the slaves
and lower classes, the celebration
WALLA WALLA, Wash. (IP)— was transformed into unrestrained
Light and easy-to-carry.
Hunter Olen White was weary orgies.
the VAC-EIT quickly
,•
and daylight was fading fast
America's favorite food mixEven the ancient Egyptians celeand thoroughly cleans
er. Has the "DIAL THE
when he spotted a Chinese brated the Midwinter festival. Near
upholstery, curtains,
RECIPE- Mix-Finder that
pheasant hanging from a barbed the end of December they rejoiced
Venetian blinds. draenables wou to -tune in" the
wire fence. Attached to the bird over the birth of Horns, son of the
peries, radiators. auto
correct speed for ev•
god Isis.
AP'
was this note:
and piano interiors,
ery mixing need.
very
It's
etc.
shelves,
"This hen flushed in front of
Takes the tiring armhandy and amazingly
t
•
work of cooking, bakme at a time when my resistance
we
in
efficient
getting
dust
ing, getting meals off
was at a low ebb and also when
dirt
hands. Complete
and
of
your
out
crevices,
I already had my quota of fewith juicer
$2375
crannies and folds.
If you Buffer from rheumatic, arthritis or
males. If you can use her, friend, neuritis
pain, try this •Imple inesPermivs
Saves much time and
take her. If not, leave her for the home recipe that thousands •re using. Get a
.. On,' '•••
work in housekeeping.
of Ru-Es Compound today. Mix It
I
next fellow. (Signed) A Hunter". Package
il,
Operating cost I•••
with a quart of water. add the juice of 4
lemons. It's easy. No trouble at all and
than Sc a month for
pleasant. You need only 2 tablespoonfuls
1
•:I
current. With hose and
t)1
t:
:
two timea a day. Often within 48 hours—
Irons Faster It's the ONLY
are
results
Dog Bike Rider
sometime overnight—splendid
attachments
$29.50
obtained. If the pains do not quickly leave
Double-Automatic ironl Has

CREOMULSION

1114.4 Citisahnra quieq#1.40,4i.ad.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
Smart

2/aa4

SuCteteAtiOatt ‘04

-6.41

(Sin

MCMASTER

hii

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

r

IRONMASTEH

BLUFFTON, 0. 641 — Donald
Princeton, Ky. Root, 12, has taught his terrior
to hang on his back for bicycle
I rides.

and if you do not feel better. Ru-En will toe
u nothing to try an it hi sold hy your druglt,
gist under an absolute money-back guarantee. Ru-Es Compound I. for anie and
recommended by

SIGNALING AUTOMATIC TOASTER

Dawson's Drug Store

Set lever for light, dark or in-between
toast. Toasts two delicious, evenly.
browned slices at once, both aides. Bell
signals when toast is done. A touch of
the release lover pops up toast
$9.95

the cool, convenient Thumbtip Regulator up in the
handle. RIGHT UNDER YOUR
THUMB. Marked for all types
of fabrics. Ready to go in
30 seconds. Safer Low Heat
for Rayons. Faster High Heat
for linens
$8.95

SHAVEMASTER

SANTA

I

II

HAS Left..

1
%MO

7-CUP CHROME PERCOLATOR
Smartly styled in graceful modern lines.
Non-tanxIshing chrome finish over seamless
copper body. Fuse protection against over.
heating
3.5.95

Th. electric shaver that's WINNING
AMERICA TO DRY-SHAVING. Has
the exclusive Sunbeam head.
Shaves close as a straight edge
and faster with its screened comb
and lightning-fast oscillating cutter.
Model M. AC only. 57.50. Model R.
$15.00
AC-DC

wews

Hundreds of Novel
TWO-UNIT HOT PLATE

and Unique Gifts

e,
:—.7.P.

at our Store
Dinner Ware — Fiesta Ware — Replicas of Glass Antiques—Rock Crystal Dresser Sets—Manicure Sets—
Godey Prints — Perfume
Parker Pen & Pencil Sets
Sets—Roseville Pottery—Diamonds and Watches-and
many other desirable Gifts
Personal Gifts and Things for the Home—

Provides safe, clean. convenient surface cooking. Easily
portable, plugs into any outlet. Two fast-heating units.
Acid-resisting porcelain top.
A big valu• at
$9.95

- te
nt 0
bs
WAFFLE BAKER!
Bakes

four good sized waffles at
once—has 80-inch overall baking
area. (Other waffle bakers have
only 37 sq. inches). Yet the Sunbeam occupies little more space
on the table. Completely Automatic
.316.00

THESE ARTICLES, TOO, WOULD MAKE PLEASING C 1FTS

b..

Floor Lamp
Vacuum Cleaner
Water Heater
Chime Clock
Light Bulbs

Table Lamp
Table Stove
Dish Washer
Egg Cooker
Toaster Tray Set

Ataia Gild

Washing Machine
Chafing Dish
Room Heater
goading Iron
Kletbmatic Range

•
Wall Lamp
Ironing Machine
Automatic Roaster
Clock
Heat Lamp

Walkers, Drugs & Jewelry

s emweelvvrts

Coffee rn Set
Tree Lighting Set
Vibrator
Sun Ray Lamp
Hair Dryer

Acid Me .2a41 Minute Rm.:a

.311lir. IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY +10

1,

Id

Hig
h*ues,

ed AS 1

PREMIER VAC-KIT

IS

`Phone 161
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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Counties To
State For
1000,000 Aid
Highway Bond
ues Not LiquidatAs Promises, Atrney Says
By Associated Press
Dec. 11—Francis M.
, former assistant state's
ey general, disclosed today
he was representing 10
ties he said would seek more
$2.000.000 from the State
provisions of the 1914 state
w.
aid law encouraged counto approve bond issues for
say building, for •which the
agreed to match funds.
tley county, represented by
e, filed one suit yesterday in
it court at Frankfort for
28.47 with interest since
1. 1920, and the former est attorney general said he
ted the case to come W
In January.
ke asserted that the State
paid $11,000 for a total of
it was to have reimburscounty for road and bridge
Mg.
e State paid some counties
but other
II', he added,
ties failed to press their
s, and there remain about
unties which still have not
ved reimbursement from the
highway department."

ICK RELIEF FROM
bout of Distress Arlidag frees

OMACH ULCERS
TO EXCESS ACID
MositTolis of Rimst•Trisabetontthat
14•Ie or It Wel Get Yee 14641kkag
me million bottles ot the WILLARD
TMIGNT have bees sold for reliefof
of distress orisitus from nnwkwkb
Mere due to lasses Adeelmelles. fear or Upset ineenaelk
Neeetteure. Steelitemwoos.
to tweet Add. Sold on is dare'triell
for ••Willarrs Illessage. which fully
this treatment—fres—at

wson's Drug Store
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Once Upon A Time There Was Only
One New Year's Bowl Game, Then-

Christmas Card Was Invented
By a Man With Many Friends
......

combined thought enough of the sort, hit upon the idea of a New
By Associated Press
Year'sD
prospect to become members.
football game.
2:44'
PASADENA, Calif. — How did
4110P
But their dream came true. The
Chick Nathan brought Menial these New Years' Day football Sugar-Bowl and a sports week of
hattan College to play the Uni4
This Is bebowl games get started?
top-ranking amateur competi.
lieved to be
Well, the Rose Bowl, oldest of tion in track, tennis, basketball, versa}, of Miami. Some 3,500
nrst Christmas
the holiday gridiron attractions, boxing, yachting and rowing has spectators sat in improvised
r-c
/
k
ears. It was
put on its first game in 1918 grown out of their idea,
wooden stands on January 1,
when Washington State beat
made In LonThe sports committee got 300 1933, and watched as Miami topV
Brown 14-0.
don In 1846.
citizens to guarantee $100 each pled favored Manhattan, 7 to 0.
But Pasadena had been in the for expeases, so nobody could
That was the beginning, alnews with a January 1 celebra- lose much, during the first three though the affair then was called
tion long before tht. Away back years. Since then the Mid-Winter the Palm Festival Game. In 1934
tioe
In 1890 its first Tournament of sports association has assumed Duquesne whipped Miami, 33 to
sift..Di.... ,
z-z
Roses was held. And the Tourna- all obligations. They raised $710,- 7. Bucknell walloped Miami 25-0
HR1STMAS cards are almost as dinner table. Each member of
ment of Roses parade still far 000 to increase Tulane's stadium in 1935.
hand.fmily
was looking into • brimm
much a part of Christmas as
outdraws the football game.
The game had caught on and Santa Claus himself, yet they have glass which he held in his hand.
—The Sugar Bowl—to seat 70,More than a million and a 000.
When these cards were distribtdi
the Orange Bowl title was adopt- been in use less than a century.
among tern-4
quarter people swarm into this
There is no sectional repre- ed. Miami built a steel-and-conAccording to most records, the ed, they raised • furor
town, with a normal 85,000 pop- sentation idea behind the Sugar crete stadium and plans were first Christmas card was designed perance proponents throughout the
focused
disturbance
The
country.
ulation, to see the five-mile long Bowl. An 11-man executive COM- laid to make the event serve in 1$48 by Mr. J. C. Horsley. •
nation-wide attention on the new
morning parade. Around 88,000 mittee chooses and invites corn- double duty in publicizing the prominent member of the Royal greeting card.
see the grid game in the after- peting teams. These teams usu- state's eltrus industry and academy of London. It was proIt was not until several years la
duced at the request of Sir Henry
noon. But the game pays for the ally get 371
Cr, however, that the first lithol
2 per cent of the gate. tourist attractions.
/
Cole, • man with many friends.
graphed Christmas card made ita
parade. The gross is around
Through sheer luck, backers
The Cotton Bowl at Dallas was
Sir Cole wondered how he could •ppearance. Originality was a
$3215,000 and after' $20,000 ex- born five years ago in the mind managed to match opponents
express his personal Christmas completely lacking. The greeting
penses is taken out, the prdgt is of an oil man, J. Curtis Sanford. who turned in two corking con- greeting to a thousand friends
wee invariably "A Merry Chris
split three ways—roughly 28 per He was just about put on the tests. The 1939 game, in which spread throughout England. After mas" or "A Jolly Christmas."
cent to the Tournament of Roses first game Angle handed. But it Tennessee conquered previously dismissing the thought of visiting signs seldom had anything to d
Association, and 37 per cent to was a success and Texas Christ- unbeaten Oklahoma, 17 to 0, each personally, or giving presents, with the season, but contained pica tures of birds, flowers, animals
each of the competing teams.
Ian and Marquette drew around really put the Orange Bowl on he decided to send them each
children.
The tournament of Roses Asso- $16,000 each. Sanford just broke the map. The gross gate was card by mail.
America soon adopted the Briti
One thousand hand colored cards
ciation allows the Pacific Coast even.
391,000, each team getting about
custom, and the Christmas card w
showwere prepared with a picture
conference to select the western
He, along with other Dallas $27,000.
ing a jolly family seated at a huge born.
representative in the Rose Bowl. business men, promoted the CotThis year's program features
The team is allowed to choose an ton Bowl each succeeding year. Stanford and Nebraska in the
"eastern" club. The Association This year it has been turned over Rose Bowl, Tennessee and Boston
of the card and cover does not ex
has 125 active and 300 associate to the Southwest Conference to College in the Sugar Bowl, Msceed two ounces.
Postage
Proper
Put
members.
sissippi State and Georgetown in
run.
Letters may not be enclosed with
Seven years ago the New OrThe Orange Bowl game was the Orange Bowl and Fordluun
On Christmas Mail Christmas packages. Such enclo-i
sure would make the package firs
leans Mid-Winter Sports Associa- conceived nine years ago as a and the Texas Aggies in the Cotclass. In fourth cia.ss or parcel posif
tion, in the process of organiza- publicity stunt.
ton Bowl. In other less publicized
Unsealed Christmas cards will packages, written greetings such
asi
tion, asked civic and business
Miami boosters, searching for bowl games Western Reserve carry for one and one-half cents
FOR "don't dress^ occasions, a groups and citizens to join. Only something to attract early-sea- meets Arizona State in El Paso's postage. These cards may bear • "Merry Christmas," with identify-1
ing names, may be enclosed. Books/
flounced frock combining two 39 citizens and organizations son attention to the winter re- Sun Bowl.
simple inscription, which must not
may bear simple non-personal dedibe in the nature of personal corredistinctive fabrics, a satin-back
catory inscriptions. They are carried
"Sincerely
Examples:
Has
spondence.
Everything
ed wool jersey and chantilly lace,
•
Derby next year—poor Our Boots. But Bark
yours," "With Best Wishes," "Mer- at • special rate of one and one-haiti
fluted.
For those who might think
ry Christmas." Be sure the weight cents per pound.
that a high-handed way of dealMedina, Term. (,P) — Daniel
Some years ago Whitley counSlight Mistakes Dept.
ing a contender out of the 1941 Parish's big gray torn cat will Landlord Helps
.ty defaulted on a bond issue it
Belthe
that
said
be
it
Derby let
trail, tree and catch opossums, Pay The Rent
had approved for the road buildmont Futurity "hex" is no ordin- set quail, chase rabbits, drive in
FORT COLLINS, Colo. (A')—Bob
big and an attempt to straighten
too ary superstitution.
sol- Roach dropped a heavy iron bar
help
(4)—It's
(JP)—To
Ky.
HELSINKI
LOUISVILLE,
his
herd
cattle
and
sheep.
the
pending
in
out this case is
loading a
The Derby has been run since
diers who returned from war to on his toes while
Lexington, bad about Our Boots.
federal court at
but since the shoe wasn't
1875. The Belmont Futurity has Beasy Couldn't Help It
truck,
sterling
Farm's
Woodvale
The
the
debt,
in
find their families
Burke said.
$87,400 Bel- been going on since 1888. Horses
badly damaged Roach didn't beHe added that he was also re- colt, by winning the
government has fostered a renthimself badly hurt. A half
lieve
at the that won the Futurity have been
listed
is
Futurity,
mont
C.
S.
(W)--They paying scheme under which the
DARLINGTON,
presenting Rockcastle and Laurel
later he removed the shoe._
hour
-year-old coming up to the Derby most of held an auction for Old Bess, a
two
year's
the
of
top
landlord assumes one-third of
counties, besides Whitley, but deof two toes were cut off.
those years—but none even won homeless cow that just
wandered rentals, the soldier one-third if Tips
clined to disclose the other coun- runners.
it.
Kentucky
the
win
can't
he
Now
on
to the public green. The law he can and the government the
ties "because we're not ready to
The thousands who saw the required she be sold.
remainder.
1940 Derby remember the jinx
_
best.
Bimelech won the Belmont
-"N"W".- "••••••-.-‘66.111117,---.1
Futurity last year. He was the I
class of his two-year-old crop.
Unbeaten as a three-year-old, he
started in the Derby as an unprecedented favorite.
But Bimmy was looking at
Gallahadion's heels at the payoff line.
There are countless others to
discourage consideration of twoyear-old records when talking
about the Derby. Some of the
OLD
OLD
Futurity winners in recent years
CHARTER
GRANDAD
who failed in the ChurchhUl
classic
downs' three-year-old
OLD
OLD
were Porter's Mite, Menow, PomQUAKER
TAYLOR
poon, Top Flight and Whichone.
SEAGRAMS
WHITE SWAN
And now poor Our Boots.
7 CROWN
DRY GIN

r

1-

C

i

Ptty Poor
Our Boots

Try Leader Want Ads

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
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0

•
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•
G. L Barnett, Prop.•

Gift Suattestions!
GIFT SETS

CEDAU I9AU

Dawson Springs, Ky.
OLD FITZERALD
BOTTILD IN BOND
KENTUCKY PAR
isOTTLED IN BOND
YELLOWSTONE
BOTTLED IN BOND

$2.00 to $5.00
Coty's
Evening in Paris __ $1 to $6.50
SHAVING SETS

SEAGRAMS •
5 CROWN

Newspapers
From The Sky

SEAGRAMS
KING ARTHUR

CALYERTS
SPECIAL

MATTINGLY
& MOORE

CALVERTS
DRY GIN

GOLDEN
WEDDING

PAUL
JONES

GILBEYS
DRY GIN

CRAB
ORCHARD

FOUR
ROSES

FLEISHMANNS
DRY GIN
--GORDON'S
DRY GIN

REWCO
RYE

FORT MYERS, Fla. VP)—Many
tourists seeking rest and quiet
on a group of sub-tropical, remote islands off Fort Myers, can't
get along without their morning
paper. Since delivery by automobile, ferry and boat would
take so long news would be stale
by the time the papers arrived,
the News-Press has hired an airplane newsboy who flys over the
islands before breakfast each
day, dropping papers off to the
subscribers without landing. The
route requires a 45-minute flight.

CAPTAIN JACK
BOTTLED IN BOND

HIRAM WALKER
DRY GIN

OLD CHUCK
BOTTLED IN BOND

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

AND OTHER
POPULAR BRANDS

•
•

•
Special Selection of Wines For Fruit Cakes
•
All Popular Brands Beer
Try Leader Want Ads
••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
. ,
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XMAS SPECIAL

I

41111

95
21
$
84
IFAU
IC
VAID

Cr-:'4-44* lli
tio
)
4040%

No Xmas is Complete Without A
ILA-1111LCO Farm Uadio

$1.25
Mennens
$1.00
Williams
$1 to $5
Coty's
Evening in Paris Compacts
$1.25
$1.00 to $15
Kodaks ___
Waterman's Pens ____ $1 to $5
$1.50
Pencils
MANICURE SETS
Seals,
Cards,
Xmas
50c to $4.00
Cutex ....
\\Trapping Materials
. 75c to $4.00
Glazo

CHRISTMAS CANDY
CIGARS
WHITMAN'S THE BEST!,
Roi-Tan, Chas. Denby, La25c to $5.00
Fendrick and La Palina,
$1.25
Box of 25_
lie
Dutch Masters, Robt. Burns,
$2.50
Box of 25
Men's Leather Case
Antonio and Cleopatra
TRAVELING SETS
_ $2.50
Box of 25
$2.50 to $6.50
Amity Sets
FIREWORKS
$1.00 to $3.00

Battery Block, $3.011 Extra

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 260

Princeton

S
'
1110110Well

Drug Store
Princeton, Ky.

On The Corner

ea.
*****'•"'iv-tamps.

4.1111111•1....
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Mr. and Mrs. !teary coviiii
and son Marchell,
visited Ns.
School tives in Trigg county fiLulna,‘
By Pupils of Eddy Creek
The following
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
fromitddy Cr%
' By Miss L. D. Jones
Attendance at Sunday School were in Princeton figit ,
grades
lower
Children of the
Shopping: ....
1 ". and
•
Mtvs Rosalie Ray visited Cobb was 88 Sunday.
will present a Christmas proThe following enjoyed the day Morris and family, mr. 8.1.
High School Friday.
gram at the high school Friday,
Miss Christine Brown has been at Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Satterfield'. terfield and children, was ,
birth- Hawkins and
Dec. 20. A tree has been erected
absent from school the last week Sunday. It was a surprise
children, Atv
daub.,
and gifts will be exchanged as
--day dinner for Mrs. Satterfield: Airs. Chester Oliver and
on account of illness.
part of the program.
and ter, Mr. and Mrs.
Captain Reg Catlett, 180-pound
Miss Anna George Lane spent Mr. and Mrs. Heroic Besheas
Edward J,.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmit Word and
halfback Marial Tuesday night with Miss Dorothy children, Billy and Sharon Nell; and baby, Miss Leona
and
center,
Oliver,*
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Cartwright
Todd Ladd of the Butler High Lee Asher.
Mr. and Mrs. Thosnas Garrett and Mrs. Claude Junes
attended the sale at Mr. Clarence
Tigers, were chosen Saturday,
Miss Magdalene Watson spent
andein,
. land
soi
Ellane.s' Thursday.
children, Sylvia Wood and children,
Dec. 15, for berths on the annual the week-end with her mother, and
Mr. and
Mr. J. T. White and daughter.
Tommy; Mr. and Mrs. Badger Martin
high Mrs. Derma Watson.
-Southern
All
mythical
Marie, were in Princeton on busand children, Jane, Hilda Lindsy Wells and family.
been
Gray
Allhas
Jones
The
Press
team.
Florence
football
school
Miss
Associated
By
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
iness Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Southern squad represents 12 absent from school recently on and Anne;
Washing ton,—The Electoral
The prayer meeting at Cross
dehilren, Amay. Laura visited Mr. and mrs, tine '
an
Jones
made
previously
was
illness.
and
of
states
account
*College Monday voted President Reads Church had an attendance
and Haydon; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Prince Sunday.
up of two backs and &o lineK.siosevelt a third tem.
a
pa eodt
d
of 55 Wednesday night.
are
Ladd and sons, Junior, Billy and Mrs.iii t .r . ysilcguts
Cal.,
representRosa,
state
from
Santa
men
each
Police in
The electors met in the various
owtereMrity
Most of the farmers of this
Mrs. Edward Mrs. Cline
and
Mr.
. . ard
Dewayne;
..
three
200
stole
when
who
year
thief
ed until last
looking for a
.state capitals and, guided by cus- comunity have finished gatherMisses Leona
etdslankd baby,
backfield men and a lineman feet of newly planted hedge from Jones and baby;
tom and the votes of 49,818,995 ing corn and have turned to toMr. and Mrs. Herschel prep,
911ver and Lizette Prince and
was selected from Kentucky. Jess a city park.
,citizens, cast 440 ballots for; bacco curing as an indoor winter
nan and baby were in Prialina
1Vr. Billy Rhea Gattin.
and Tommy
Paducah
Funst111,
for
82
and
Roosevelt
D.
Franklin
job.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hawkins, Friday.
Gray, Hopkinsville, both backIn 1905 David F. Shull of PhilWendell L. Willkie.
The three sons of mr, and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Tress
Reba Misses Isabelle Stone and Mary
Kentucky's
Miss
completed
with
fielders,
eloped
adelphia
the
of
canvass
The official
spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
di- Elizabeth Blackburn spent Sun- Mrs. J. T. Kilgore visited ur
All-Southwere
the
they
es
on
1935
In
:epresentativ
was
Leighton.
5
November
popular vote
Hilbert Treas.
George 'Airs. Herscel Drennan's ehlldrea
ern.
vorced. Recently they eloped day with Mr. and Mrs.
completed Monday by the last
Little Mary Lou White has
Saturday and Sunday.
Funeral services were held
Hawkins.
on
regular
a
has
been
Catlett
again.
and
Island
Ivo states—Rhode
been out of school with a cold.
Tuesday aftrenoon at the Ninth Butler's team for three years
naresultant
Nebraska—and the
A large crowd turned out for Street Christian Church, Hopoutstanding performer of
l/mai total gave Roosevelt 27,- the play at the High School kinsville, for A. H. Eckles, 65 pre- and an
line-backing duties and general
245,422 and Winkle 22,333,801.
building last Friday night. Mr. sident of the Kentucky Bankers
defensive work since he first
.11 Kentuckians Vote
Wendell Cartwright was the Association in 1934 and president
broke into the lineup, in 1937.
Frankfort, (iP)---The formality holder of the ticket winning the
of the Planters Bank & Trust This was perhaps his best year,
of casting Kentucky's vote for flower garden quilt.
Company since 1918, who died Coach Sims said.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Henry
It has been reported that Mr. Monday in a Nashville, Tenn.,
Ladd, now a senior weighing
.A. Wallace was carried out Mon- and Mrs. Emmit Word will move hospital.
recruit
around 165 pounds, is
day by the eleven presidential to th efarm now occupied by Mr.
Mr. Eckles, a native of Spring- from Friendship who joined the
.ellectors chosen last November. and Mrs. Hill Hart.
field, Tenn., came to Hopkinsville Bengals after winning laurels at
The meeting, however, was anyMrs. Dora Williamson, Mr. and a.s a young man. He was cashier
a track meet here in 1938. Ladd
thing but a formal one.
Mrs. Emmit Word and children, of the Planters Bank for 9 years
is recognized as one of the fastest
nominatMurray
Hall Hood of
Chester and June, spent last before becoming president. A son,
players ever to play on a Butler
ed Roosevelt for president; T. C. Tuesday in Hopkinsville.
an
was
formerly
Jr.,
Eckles,
H.
A.
eleven.
Carroll of Shepherdsville nominMr. and Mrs. Lsaac McComte Assistant State Treasurer.
The All-Southern squad is
ated Wallace for vice-president are the proud parents of a fivechosen by representatives from
and Goebel Goad of Scottsville pound baby girl.
each of the 12 states, with "Red"
SOFT
seconded the names of both
Davis as chairman. Butler was
SHELL
Democratic officials.
be
could
judge
or
No preacher
two
men
place
to
school
the only
Gov. Keen Johnson in whose found by a couple in Macon, Ga.,
By Willie Stromatt
on the mythical squad.
.ice the meeting was held, en- when they wanted to be married,
tertained the electors at a lunch- so they Ltcpped in a fire station
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Towery
SISSRISSITIana i•Saltaleg%RSA US
eon prior to their meeting.
where they found a judge play- have moved to Shady Grove.
Electors in addition to Jacobs, ing checkers. He left las game
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Singlewood, Goad and Carroll were to perform the ceremony.
rIT &
LT
R,
r;D
F
ton have moved to the home I
iters. T. C. Underwood, HopkinsFILLED
owned by Mr. A. E. Brown near
George
Hindman;
Fugate,
Ethel
'wine; Thomas A. Ballatine, Louishere.
By Henry W. Longfellow
LB
LARGE
ville; Ballard Clark, La Grange; B. Martin, Catlettsburg, and Ben
DEL
111
been
has
Isaac Oliver, who
13(11
MAY
user G. Davis, Owenton; Mrs. V. Smith, Somerset.
32 SUCE
SMOIIMV:MilVaCTACECOLCIZMilak
for the last two weeks, is lin- !
PS LB.
I hear along our street
proving.
LOAVES
Carrie Lee Oliver, John and Pass the minstrel throngs;
Hark! They play so sweet,
Willie Murray visited Joe Stro- On their Hautboys, Christmas songs!
SAME HIGH QUALITY
Let us by the fire
matt Friday.
Mrs W. Goodman called on Ever higher
SAME OVEN FRESHNESS
Sing them till the night expire!
Mrs. J. B. Farmer Thursday.
LEMON
SAME LARGE SIZE
Clay Drennan spent the week- In December ring
Every day the chimes;
PEPPERMINT
in Princeton.
Loud the gleemen sing
Travis
rhymes.
Charlie
merry
their
Mrs.
streets
the
and
In
Mr.
and children were Sunday guests Let us by the fire
Ever higher
of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Murray.
Sing them till the night expire!
Mr. and Mrs. George Hopper
Shepherds at the grange.
and children Emrnadean, Chris- Where the Babe was born,
1-LB. CELLOPHANE BAG
EVERYDAY MINCE
teen, Billie, Wanda and Annie Sang with many • change
morn.
until
carols
Christmas
Mae; Charley Sells, Willie MurLet us by the fire
KEIFER
SULTANA FRUIT
ray and Winford Brown were the Ever higher
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sing them till the night expire!
,Joe Stromatt.
These good' people sang
‘1, Pat Brown spent Saturday Songs devout and sweet;
night with his sister, Mrs. Ker- While the rafters rang,
There they stood with freezing feet
mit Carman.
Let us by the fire
Ever higher
BOX OF 50 SWIFTS
Holiday Wrapper Cart. of 200
Mrs. A. W. Boyle of Appleton, Sing them till the night expire!
cells
her
in
coffee
frigid
in
own
Nuns
Wis., v.:3%as her
A&P APPLE
COVERED CHEERIES
At this holy tide,
vegetable garden.
For want of something else,
Chr'stmas songs at times have tried.
Let Us by the fire
Ever higher
Sing them till the night expire!
Who by the fireside stands,
Effective now, all classified ads Stamps his feet and sings;
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO
hands
must be paid for when ordered, ; But he who blows his
Not so gay a carol brings.
except in cases of business firms Let us by the fire
having regular advertising ac- Ever higher
GOODWINS
counts with the Leader. There Sing them till the night expire!
will be no deviation from this
rule.

Friendship News

11,11 Is Elected
449 To 82 In
College Ballot

Hopkinsville Loses
Valuable Citizen

Catlett And Ladd On Farmersville News Eddy Creek News
All Southern Squad
Tunstill And Gray
Other Kentucky
Boys Honored

Governor Entertains
State's Electors At
Frankfort To Enact
Formality

XMAS VALUES

NO SPECIALS- JUST EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES
16.
10c
Brazil Nuts
English \Walnuts 2 lbs. 45c

Pleasant Hill

Christmas Carol I

2 lbs. 33c
Mixed Nuts
Hard Mix Candy 3 lb. boz 30c
3 16. box 30c
Candy

I \‘

,

W

. 3 lbs. 25c
CANDIES 7 Varieties
lb. 17c
LOOSE COCOANUT
lb. 17c
PECANS lg. paper shell
MIXED NUTS all new 1940 crop lb. 15c
lb. 10c
BRAZIL NUTS
,
3 lbs. 50c
ENGLISH WALNUTS
21g. pkgs. 15c
RAISINS Seedless
LARD 50 pound can ______ ________ ______ $3.05
89c
SALT 100-lb. bag dry.

Oranges, Apples, Fire Crackers, Dates,
Pigs, Sugar, Fresh Cocoanuts, Canned
Pumpkin and other items for XMAS are
Priced Right. Come in to See Us.

5
85c
Chocolates
Choc Drops creamy 16. 10c
2 lbs. 25c
Peanut Brittle
2 16s. 25c
Stick Candy

Fruit Cake
MEAT

Cocktail

__

2 lb. jar 20c

Marshmallows

tall can 10c

Pears

Cigarettes plus tax

Chocolates

Classified Ads

$1.20

lb. box 25c

Soup

3 cans 22c

Jelly

2 lb. glass 19c

Rooni! Travelers from far and wide acclaim it the
finest in the South. And that, we think you'll agree,
is something!
Besides that, the Bluegrass Room also features really
good dance music, and two floor shows nightly!
All of which make it the finest, gayest "bright spot"
In this part of the nation. So don't miss it—on your

osext trip to Louisville!

THE

BROWN HOTEL
..Carglit and 3ineit

HAROLD L HARTER, Manager
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39'
$1.00

Cigars

4 med cans 29c

1-lb.
Cans

23c

•

5 lbs. 25c

Prunes

•

qt. hot. 25c

Syrup

The Practical
GIFT

98:,

Food Baskets
esed
Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
XMAS
dozen 19c
JUICY FLORIDA ORANGES
each 19c
, LARGE SIZE
'Day CELERY
4 lbs. 19c
BLACK ARKANSAS APPLES

FOR SALE—That good thick1C1
buttermilk at 20c per gallon
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
tf.
FOR RENT-5-room house on
East Main St. See W. L. Davis,
Marble & Granite Works.

10C

Med No. 2 can 10c

Cranberry Sauce 2

Economy Store

-would renounce vegetarianism forever if he could
taste some of the delicious food in the Bluegrass

5 lb. 99'

Jane
Parker

80clock Coffee

S
'
QUINN

EVEN THE ..itiozhatina-

2'16s. 39c

Pecans

69

MALE HELP WANTED-Ambitious, reliable man or woman who is interested in permanent work with a good income, to supply satisfied custom- The following Service Stations
ers with famous Watkins prowill be closed all day
ducts in Princeton. Write J. R.
Watkins Company, 70-88 W. Iowa
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Wednesday, Dec. 25

MOTOROLA RADIOS for car
and home will make ideal Christmas gifts. Princeton Auto Sales
np.-tf. Get Necessary Gas, Oil and SerCo.
vice Tuesday
AUTO BARGAINS-1-1938 Plymouth Sedan
1-1934 Plymouth Coupe
Williams Texaco Service Station;
1-1939 Plymouth Coupe
Wadlington's Service Station;
1-1937 Chevrolet Coupe
Princeton Auto Sales Co. np.-ti. Herron's Seryce Station, DX SerStation; Stevens Chevrolet;
FOR RENT—Modern nine-room vice
house, close in, available January Hodges Service Station; Pilaut's
Carpenter's
Station;
1, located at 203 South Seminary, Service
Princeton, Ky.—Mrs. Robert R. Herron's Service Station; DX Ser3t-p.
Poston.
vice Stations, (2); Rowland SerFOR RENT-2 new 4-room houses vice Station, Blackburn Service
with front and rear porches, Station and
Zephyr Service
Lights, water, very reasonable. Station.
Other real estate of all kinds for
sale, exchange, rent. Chas. J.
It-pd
White. l'ele. 79.

;'41411

2 lb. 15c
each 69c

RED TOKAY GRAPES
BAG ORANGES 1/4 BOX
sOMMI=SO

'-.111.1•M4

Guaranteed Quality Meats
ST. OYSTERS
FRESH LAKE TROUT
COOKED HAMS
SLICED BACON
SMOKED PICNICS

pint 25c
2 lb. for 25c
pound 25c
pound 21c
pound 15c

FOOD 41P,STORES

•

